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Abstract. Starting from the standard call-by-need reduction for the
λ-calculus that is common to Ariola, Felleisen, Maraist, Odersky, and
Wadler, we inter-derive a series of hygienic semantic artifacts: a reductionfree stateless abstract machine, a continuation-passing evaluation function, and what appears to be the first heapless natural semantics for
call-by-need evaluation. Furthermore we observe that a data structure
and a judgment in this natural semantics are in defunctionalized form.
The refunctionalized counterpart of this evaluation function is an extended direct semantics in the sense of Cartwright and Felleisen.
Overall, the semantic artifacts presented here are simpler than many
other such artifacts that have been independently worked out, and which
require ingenuity, skill, and independent soundness proofs on a caseby-case basis. They are also simpler to inter-derive because the interderivational tools (e.g., refocusing and defunctionalization) already exist.
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Introduction

A famous functional programmer once was asked to give an overview talk. He began with “This talk is about lazy functional programming and call by need.” and
paused. Then, quizzically looking at the audience, he quipped: “Are there any
questions?” There were some, and so he continued: “Now listen very carefully, I
shall say this only once.”
This apocryphal story illustrates demand-driven computation and memoization of intermediate results, two key features that have elicited a fascinating variety of semantic specifications and implementation techniques over the
years, ranging from purely syntactic treatments to mutable state, and featuring
small-step operational semantics [2,26], a range of abstract machines [17,19,33],
big-step operational semantics [1, 24], as well as evaluation functions [20, 22].
In this article, we extract the computational content of the standard call-byneed reduction for the λ-calculus that is common to both Ariola and Felleisen [2]
and Maraist, Odersky, and Wadler [26]. This computational content takes the
forms of a one-step reduction function, an abstract machine, and a natural semantics that are mutually compatible and all abide by Barendregt’s variable

convention [4, page 26]. Rather than handcrafting each of these semantic artifacts from scratch and then proving a series of soundness theorems, we successively inter-derive them from small steps to big steps using a series of fully
correct transformations. To this end, we follow the programme outlined in the
first author’s invited talk at ICFP 2008 [9]. To this programme we add one new
refunctionalization step that is specific to call by need:
0. we modify one axiom in the standard call-by-need reduction to make the associated one-step reduction function preserve Barendregt’s variable convention;
1. iterating this hygienic one-step reduction function yields a reduction-based
evaluation function, which we refocus to obtain a reduction-free evaluation
function with the same built-in hygiene; this evaluation function takes the
form of an abstract machine and is correct by construction;
2. we simplify this hygienic abstract machine by compressing its corridor transitions, and we refunctionalize this simplified hygienic abstract machine into a
continuation-passing evaluation function, which we write back to direct style,
obtaining a functional program that is correct by construction and that implements a heapless natural semantics with the same built-in hygiene;
3. in addition, we observe that a data structure and a judgment in this hygienic natural semantics are in defunctionalized form, and we present the
corresponding higher-order evaluation function.
The ML code of the entire derivation is available from the authors.
Prerequisites: We assume the reader to know the formats of a reduction semantics, an abstract machine, and a natural semantics as can be gathered, e.g., in
the first author’s lecture notes at AFP 2008 [10].
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The standard call-by-name reduction for the λ-calculus

The standard call-by-name reduction for the λlet -calculus is a simplification of
Ariola et al.’s call-by-need formulation presented in Section 3. This call-by-name
formulation reads as follows:
Definition 1 (call-by-name λlet -calculus).
Syntax:

Terms
Values
Answers
Evaluation Contexts

3
3
3
3

T
V
A
E

::=
::=
::=
::=

x | λx.T | T T | let x be T in T
λx.T
V | let x be T in A
[ ] | E T | let x be T in E

Axioms (i.e., contraction rules):1
(I)
(λx.T ) T1 → let x be T1 in T
(N )
let x be T in E[x] → let x be T in E[T ]
(C) (let x be T1 in A) T2 → let x be T1 in A T2
1

The unusual notation “E[x]” in Rule (N ) stands for a term that uniquely decomposes
into an evaluation context E and a variable x. Naturally, there may be more than
one occurrence of x in the term E[x].
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In words: Terms are pure λ-terms with let expressions. Values are λ-abstractions.
Answers are let expressions nested around a value. Evaluation contexts are terms
with a hole and are constructed according to the call-by-name reduction strategy.
As for the axioms, Rule (I) introduces a let binding from an application; Rule
(N ) hygienically substitutes a term for the occurrence of a let-bound variable
arising in an evaluation context; and Rule (C) allows let bindings to commute
with applications, hygienically, i.e., renaming what needs to be renamed so that
no free variable is captured.
The following reduction sequence illustrates the demand-driven aspect of call
by name as well as the duplication of work it entails, noting one-step reduction
with 7→name and annotating each reduction step with the corresponding axiom:
(λz.z z) ((λy.y) (λx.x)) 7→name
let z be (λy.y) (λx.x) in z z 7→name
let z be (λy.y) (λx.x) in ((λy.y) (λx.x)) z 7→name
let z be (λy.y) (λx.x) in (let y be λx.x in y) z 7→name
let z be (λy.y) (λx.x) in let y be λx.x in y z 7→name
let z be (λy.y) (λx.x) in let y be λx.x in (λx.x) z 7→name
let z be (λy.y) (λx.x) in let y be λx.x in let x be z in x 7→name
let z be (λy.y) (λx.x) in let y be λx.x in let x be z in z 7→name
let z be (λy.y) (λx.x) in let y be λx.x in let x be z in (λy.y) (λx.x) 7→name
...

(I)
(N )
(I)
(C)
(N )
(I)
(N )
(N )
(I)

We have shaded the occurrences of the variables whose value is needed in the
course of the reduction. Each of the two shaded occurrences of z triggers the
reduction of (λy.y) (λx.x). The result of this demand-driven reduction is not
memoized.
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The standard call-by-need reduction for the λ-calculus

Our starting point is the standard call-by-need reduction for the λlet -calculus
that is common to Ariola, Felleisen, Maraist, Odersky, and Wadler’s articles [2,
26], renaming non-terminals for notational uniformity, and assuming that initial
terms are closed:
Definition 2 (call-by-need λlet -calculus).
Syntax:

Terms
Values
Answers
Evaluation Contexts

3
3
3
3

T
V
A
E

::=
::=
::=
::=

x | λx.T | T T | let x be T in T
λx.T
V | let x be T in A
[ ] | E T | let x be T in E | let x be E in E[x]

Axioms (i.e., contraction rules):
(I)
(λx.T ) T1
(V )
let x be V in E[x]
(C) (let x be T1 in A) T2
(A)
let x be let y be T1
in A
in E[x]
3

→
→
→
→

let x be T1 in T
let x be V in E[V ]
let x be T1 in A T2
let y be T1
in let x be A
in E[x]

In words: Terms are pure λ-terms with let expressions. Values are λ-abstractions.
Answers are let expressions nested around a value. Evaluation contexts are terms
with a hole and are constructed according to the call-by-need reduction strategy.
As for the axioms, Rule (I) introduces a let binding from an application; Rule
(V ) substitutes a value for the occurrence of a let-bound variable arising in an
evaluation context; Rule (C) allows let bindings to commute with applications;
and Rule (A) re-associates let bindings.
Where call by name uses Axiom (N ), call by need uses (V ), ensuring that
only values are duplicated. The reduction strategy thus also differs, so that the
definiens of a needed variable is first reduced and this variable is henceforth
declared to denote this reduct.
The following reduction sequence illustrates the demand-driven aspect of
call by need as well as the memoization of intermediate results it enables, noting
one-step reduction with 7→need (and specifying it precisely in Section 4.7):
(λz.z z) ((λy.y) (λx.x)) 7→need
let z be (λy.y) (λx.x) in z z 7→need
let z be (let y be λx.x in y) in z z 7→need
let z be (let y be λx.x in λx.x) in z z 7→need
let y be λx.x in let z be λx.x in z z 7→need
let y be λx.x in let z be λx.x in (λx.x) z 7→need
let y be λx.x in let z be λx.x in let x be z in x 7→need
let y be λx.x in let z be λx.x in let x be λx.x in x 7→need
let y be λx.x in let z be λx.x in let x be λx.x in λx.x

(I)
(I)
(V )
(A)
(V )
(I)
(V )
(V )

As in Section 2, we have annotated each reduction step with the name of the
corresponding axiom and we have shaded the occurrences of the variables whose
values are needed in the course of the reduction. Only the first shaded occurrence
of z triggers the reduction of (λy.y) (λx.x). The result of this demand-driven
reduction is memoized in the let expression that declares z and thus the two
other shaded occurrences of z trigger the (V ) rule. This let expression is needed
as long as z occurs free in its body; thereafter it can be garbage-collected [6].

4

Some exegesis

Definition 2 packs a lot of information. Let us methodically spell it out:
– The axioms are a mouthful, and so in Section 4.1, we identify their underlying
structure by stating a grammar for potential redexes.
– In reduction semantics, evaluation is defined as iterated one-step reduction.
However, one-step reduction assumes Barendregt’s variable convention, i.e.,
that all bound variables are distinct, but not all the axioms preserve this convention: naive iteration is thus unsound. Rather than subsequently ensuring
hygiene as in Garcia et al.’s construction of a lazy abstract machine [19], we
restate one axiom in Section 4.2 to make naive iteration hygienic upfront.
4

– The evaluation contexts are unusual in that they involve terms that are
uniquely decomposable into a delimited evaluation context and an identifier. In Section 4.3, we restate their definition to clearly distinguish between
ordinary evaluation contexts and delimited evaluation contexts.
– The one-step reduction of a reduction semantics is implicitly structured in
three parts: given a non-answer term, (1, decomposition): locate the next
potential redex according to the reduction strategy; (2, contraction): if the
potential redex is an actual one, i.e., if the non-answer term is not stuck,
contract this actual redex as specified by the axioms; and (3, recomposition):
fill the surrounding context with the contractum to construct the next term
in the reduction sequence.
Based on Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, we specify decomposition, contraction, and
recomposition in Sections 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6. We then formalize one-step reduction
in Section 4.7 and evaluation as iterated one-step reduction in Section 4.8.
4.1

Potential redexes

To bring out the underlying structure of the axioms, let us state a grammar for
potential redexes:
Pot Redexes 3 R ::= A T | let x be A in E[x]
where E[x] stands for a non-answer term.
The two forms of answers – value and let expression – give rise to an axiom
for each production in the grammar of potential redexes: (I) arises from the
application of a value to a term; (C) arises from the application of a let expression
to a term; and likewise, (V ) and (A) arise from the binding of an answer to a
variable whose value is needed.
In the present case of the pure λlet -calculus, all potential redexes are actual
ones.
4.2

Barendregt’s variable convention

The definition of evaluation as iterated one-step reduction assumes Barendregt’s
variable convention, i.e., that all bound variables are distinct. Indeed the rules
(V ), (C) and (A) assume the variable convention when they move a term in the
scope of a binding. A reduction step involving (V ), however, yields a term where
the variable convention does not hold, since V is duplicated and it may contain
λ-abstractions and therefore bound variables.
There are many ways to ensure hygiene, if not the variable convention, at
all times. We choose to allow λ-bound (not let-bound) variables to overlap, and
since no reduction can take place inside a λ-abstraction prior to its application,
in Rule (I), we lazily rename λ-bound variables as the need arises, using an
auxiliary function to rename the formal parameter of a λ-abstraction with a
globally fresh name:
(I) (λx.T ) T1 → let x0 be T1 in T [x0 /x]
5

where x0 is fresh

This modification preserves Barendregt’s variable convention for let-bound variables. We thus assume that any initial term satisfies the convention for let-bound
variables (otherwise we appropriately rename it).
Other alternatives exist for ensuring hygiene. We have explored several of
them, and in our experience they lead to semantic artifacts that are about as
simple and understandable as the ones presented here. The alternative we chose
here, i.e., the modification of Rule (I), corresponds to, and is derived into the
same renaming side condition as in Maraist, Odersky, and Wadler’s natural
semantics [26, Figure 11].
4.3

The evaluation contexts

The grammar of contexts for call by need, given in Definition 2, is unusual compared to the one for call by name given in Definition 1. Call-by-need evaluation
contexts have an additional constructor involving the term “E[x]” for which
there exists an identifier x in the eye of a delimited context E. Spelling out the
decomposition function (see Section 4.5 and Figure 3) shows that these delimited contexts are constructed outside in whereas all the others are constructed
inside out. Let us make it explicit which are which by adopting an isomorphic
representation of contexts as a list of frames:
Context Frames 3 F ::=  T | let x be  in Eoi [x] | let x be T in 
Outside-in Contexts 3 Eoi ::= ε | F ◦ Eoi
Inside-out Contexts 3 Eio ::= ε | F ◦ Eio
Here ε is the empty list, ◦ is the list constructor, and  is the hole in a context
frame. For example, the context E = ([ ] T1 ) T2 is isomorphic to Eio = ( T1 ) ◦
( T2 ) ◦ ε which is equivalent to Eoi = ( T2 ) ◦ ( T1 ) ◦ ε in the sense that, as
defined in Section 4.4, hEio , T iio ⇑rec T 0 and hEoi , T ioi ⇑rec T 0 for all T .
NB. As pointed out in Footnote 1 page 2, in this BNF of context frames,
the notation “Eoi [x]” is meant to represent a term that uniquely decomposes
into an outside-in evaluation context Eoi and a variable x. From Section 5.1
onwards, we take notational advantage of this paired representation to short-cut
the subsequent decomposition of this term into Eoi and x towards the potential
redex contracted in Rule (V ) in Section 4.6.
4.4

Recomposition

Outside-in contexts and inside-out contexts are recomposed (or again are ‘plugged’
or ‘filled’) as follows:
Definition 3 (recomposition of outside-in contexts). An outside-in context Eoi is recomposed around a term T into a term T 0 whenever hEoi , T ioi ⇑rec T 0
holds. (See Figure 1.)
Definition 4 (recomposition of inside-out contexts). An inside-out context Eio is recomposed around a term T into a term T 0 whenever hEio , T iio ⇑rec T 0
holds. (See Figure 2.)
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0
hEoi , T ioi ⇑rec T1
hEoi
, xioi ⇑rec T2
0
h(let x be  in Eoi [x]) ◦ Eoi , T ioi ⇑rec let x be T1 in T2

hε, T ioi ⇑rec T

hEoi , T ioi ⇑rec T0
h( T1 ) ◦ Eoi , T ioi ⇑rec T0 T1

hEoi , T ioi ⇑rec T2
h(let x be T1 in ) ◦ Eoi , T ioi ⇑rec let x be T1 in T2

Fig. 1. Recomposition of outside-in contexts

hε, T iio ⇑rec T

hEoi , xioi ⇑rec T
hEio , let x be T1 in T iio ⇑rec T2
h(let x be  in Eoi [x]) ◦ Eio , T1 iio ⇑rec T2

hEio , T0 T1 iio ⇑rec T2
h( T1 ) ◦ Eio , T0 iio ⇑rec T2

hEio , let x be T1 in T iio ⇑rec T2
h(let x be T1 in ) ◦ Eio , T iio ⇑rec T2

Fig. 2. Recomposition of inside-out contexts

hx,
hλx.T ,
hT0 T1 ,
hlet x be T1 in T ,

Eio iterm
Eio iterm
Eio iterm
Eio iterm

↓dec
↓dec
↓dec
↓dec

hEio , (ε, x)ireroot
hEio , λx.T icontext
hT0 , ( T1 ) ◦ Eio iterm
hT, (let x be T1 in ) ◦ Eio iterm

hε,
h( T1 ) ◦ Eio ,
h(let x be  in Eoi [x]) ◦ Eio ,
h(let x be T1 in ) ◦ Eio ,

Aicontext
Aicontext
Aicontext
Aicontext

↓dec
↓dec
↓dec
↓dec

hAianswer
hA T1 , Eio idecomposition
hlet x be A in Eoi [x], Eio idecomposition
hEio , let x be T1 in Aicontext

h(let x be T1 in ) ◦ Eio , (Eoi , x)ireroot ↓dec hT1 , (let x be  in Eoi [x]) ◦ Eio iterm
hF ◦ Eio , (Eoi , x)ireroot ↓dec hEio , (F ◦ Eoi , x)ireroot
where F 6= let x be T in 
Fig. 3. Decomposition of an answer term into itself
and of a non-answer term into a potential redex and its context

The alert reader will have noticed that each of these recomposition functions,
together with the data type of contexts, is in defunctionalized form [13,14,30,31],
indicating a large and friendly degree of freedom for implementing a one-step
reduction function in a functional programming language.
4.5

Decomposition

Decomposing a non-answer term into a potential redex and its evaluation context
is at the heart of a reduction semantics, but outside of the authors’ publications,
it seems never to be spelled out. Let us do so.
There are many ways to specify decomposition. In our experience, the simplest one is the abstract machine displayed in Figure 3. This machine starts
in the configuration hT, εiterm , for a given term T . It halts in an answer state
7

if the given term contains no potential redex, and in a decomposition state
hR, Eio idecomposition otherwise, where R denotes the first potential redex in T
and Eio its evaluation context according to the reduction strategy specified by
the grammar of evaluation contexts.
The term and context transitions are traditional: one dispatches on a term
and the other on the top context frame. The reroot transitions locate the letbinder for a variable while maintaining the outside-in context from the binder
to its occurrence, zipper-style [21].4 In effect, the transitions reverse the prefix
of an inside-out context into an outside-in context.
4.6

The axioms

In accordance with the new BNF of contexts, the hygienic axioms of Definition 2
are restated as follows:
(I)
(λx.T ) T1
(V ) let x be V in Eoi [x]
(C) (let x be T1 in A) T2
(A)
let x be let y be T1
in A
in Eoi [x]
4.7

→
→
→
→

let x0 be T1 in T [x0 /x]
let x be V in T
let x be T1 in A T2
let y be T1
in let x be A
in Eoi [x]

where x0 is fresh
where hEoi , V ioi ⇑rec T

One-step reduction

The partial function of performing one contraction in a non-answer term is defined as (1) locating a redex and its context through a number of decomposition
steps, (2) contracting this redex, and (3) recomposing the resulting contractum
into the context:
Definition 5 (one-step reduction). For any T ,

∗

 hT, εiterm ↓dec hR, Eio idecomposition
0
00
(R, T ) ∈ (I) ∪ (V ) ∪ (C) ∪ (A)
T 7→need T if


hEio , T 0 iio ⇑rec T 00
One-step reduction is a partial function because the given term may already be
an answer.
4.8

Reduction-based evaluation

Reduction-based evaluation is defined as the iteration of the one-step reduction
function. It thus proceeds by enumerating the reduction sequence of any given
term:
Definition 6 (reduction-based evaluation). For any T , T 7→∗need A
Evaluation is a partial function because it may diverge.
4

Decomposition could be stuck if the initial term contained free variables, but we
assume it to be closed.
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4.9

Conclusion and perspectives

As illustrated here, there is substantially more than meets the eye in a reduction
semantics.
In addition, extensional properties such as unique decomposition, standardization, and hygiene do not only ensure the existence of a deterministic evaluator extensionally, but it is our thesis that they also provide precious intensional
guidelines. Indeed, after exegetically spelling out what does not readily meet the
eye, things become compellingly simple: refocusing the reduction-based evaluation function immediately gives a reduction-free small-step abstract machine
(Section 5.1); fusing its iteration function with its transition functions yields a
big-step abstract machine (Section 5.2); compressing the corridor transitions of
this abstract machine improves the efficiency of its execution (Section 5.3); refunctionalizing this improved abstract machine with respect to the contexts gives
a reduction-free evaluation function in continuation-passing style (Section 5.4);
and mapping this evaluation function back to direct style gives a functional implementation of a natural semantics (Section 5.5). All of these semantic artifacts
are correct by construction, and their operational behaviors rigorously mirror
each other. And should one be tempted to fine-tune one of these semantic artifacts, one is in position to adjust the others to keep their operational behaviors
in line, or to understand why this alignment is not possible and where coherence
got lost in the fine-tuning [10].

5

Derivation: from small-step reduction semantics
to big-step evaluation function

This section implements the programme outlined in Section 4.9.
5.1

Refocusing: from reduction semantics
to small-step abstract machine

By recomposing and then immediately decomposing, a reduction-based evaluator
takes a detour from a redex site, up to the top of the term, and back down
again to the next redex site. Many of the steps that make up this detour can be
eliminated by refocusing [15]. Refocusing the reduction-based evaluation function
of a reduction semantics yields a reduction-free evaluation function in the form
of an abstract machine that directly navigates in a term from redex site to redex
site without any detour via the top of the term.
Refocusing replaces successive recompositions and decompositions by a call
to a ‘refocus’ function that maps a contractum and its associated (inside-out)
evaluation context into a value or a decomposition consisting of the next potential redex and associated evaluation context. Surprisingly, optimal refocusing
consists of simply continuing with decomposition from the contractum and its
associated evaluation context. This is another reason why we place such store in
the decomposition function of a reduction semantics.
9

The hygienic reduction semantics of Section 4 satisfies the requirements for
refocusing [15] and so its reduction-based evaluation function can be mechanically replaced by a reduction-free evaluation function that short-cuts the successive terms in the reduction sequence.
5.2

Lightweight fusion: from small-step abstract machine
to big-step abstract machine

The refocused specification of a reduction semantics implements a small-step
abstract machine. Small-step abstract machines are characterized by a singlestep state-transition function which maps a machine configuration to the next
and is iterated toward a final state if any. In contrast, big-step abstract machines
are characterized by a collection of mutually tail-recursive transition functions
mapping a configuration to a final state, if any.
Fusing the composition of a small-step abstract machine’s iteration function
with its transition functions yields a big-step abstract machine [12]. To this end,
we use Ohori and Sasano’s lightweight fusion by fixed-point promotion [28].
The difference between the two styles of abstract machines is not typically
apparent in the abstract-machine specifications found in programming-language
semantics. A machine specification is normally presented as a small-step abstract
machine given by reading the transition arrow as the definition of a single-step
transition function to be iterated and with the configuration labels as passive
components of the configurations. However, the same specification can equally
be seen as a big-step abstract machine if the transition labels are interpreted as
tail recursive functions, with the transition arrow connecting left- and right-hand
sides of their definitions. Ohori and Sasano’s correctness-preserving fusion of the
small-step machine’s transition and iteration functions justifies this dual view.
The difference between the two styles is relevant when we consider the transformation of an abstract machine semantics into an evaluator implementing a
natural semantics. Such evaluators are big-step ones, and it is for this reason
that we transform small-step machines into big-step machines.
5.3

Transition compression: from big-step abstract machine
to big-step abstract machine

Some of the transitions of the abstract machine of Section 5.2 are to intermediate
configurations such that the next transition is statically known. These so-called
“corridor transitions” can be hereditarily compressed so that the original configuration transitions directly to the final one, skipping all intermediate ones. The
resulting abstract machine is displayed in Figure 4.
Proposition 1 (full correctness). For any T ,
T 7→∗need A ⇔ hT, εiterm →∗run hAianswer .
10

hx,
hλx.T ,
hT0 T1 ,
hlet x be T1 in T ,

Eio iterm
Eio iterm
Eio iterm
Eio iterm

→run
→run
→run
→run

hEio , (ε, x)ireroot
hEio , λx.T icontext
hT0 , ( T1 ) ◦ Eio iterm
hT, (let x be T1 in ) ◦ Eio iterm

hε, Aicontext →run hAianswer
h( T1 ) ◦ Eio , λx.T icontext →run hT [x0 /x], (let x0 be T1 in ) ◦ Eio iterm
where x0 is fresh
h( T2 ) ◦ Eio , let x be T1 in Aicontext →run h( T2 ) ◦ (let x be T1 in ) ◦ Eio , Aicontext
h(let x be  in Eoi [x]) ◦ Eio , V icontext →run hT, (let x be V in ) ◦ Eio iterm
where
hEoi , V«ioi„⇑rec T
„
«
„
«
„
«
let x be 
let y be T1
let x be 
let y be T1
h
◦ Eio ,
icontext →run h
◦
◦ Eio , Aicontext
in Eoi [x]
in A
in Eoi [x]
in 
h(let x be T1 in ) ◦ Eio , Aicontext →run hEio , let x be T1 in Aicontext
h(let x be T1 in ) ◦ Eio , (Eoi , x)ireroot →run hT1 , (let x be  in Eoi [x]) ◦ Eio iterm
hF ◦ Eio , (Eoi , x)ireroot →run hEio , (F ◦ Eoi , x)ireroot
where F 6= let x be T in 
Fig. 4. Abstract machine after transition compression

5.4

Refunctionalization: from abstract machine
to continuation-passing interpreter

Reynolds introduced defunctionalization [14, 30] to derive first-order evaluators
from higher-order ones. Defunctionalization turns a function type into a sum
type, and function application into the application of an apply function dispatching on the sum type. Its left inverse, refunctionalization [13], can transform
first-order abstract machines into higher-order evaluators. It specifically works
on programs that are in defunctionalized form, i.e., in the image of Reynolds’s
defunctionalization.
The big-step abstract machine of Section 5.3 is not in defunctionalized form
with respect to the inside-out reduction contexts. Indeed these contexts are
consumed by the two transition functions corresponding to hEio , Aicontext and
hEio , (Eoi , x)ireroot rather than by the single apply function demanded for refunctionalization. This mismatch can be fixed by introducing a sum type discriminating between the (non-context) arguments to the two transition functions and
combining them into a single transition function [13]. The left summand (tagged
“ans”) contains an answer, and the right summand (tagged “ide”) contains a
pair of an identifier whose value is needed and an incrementally-constructed
outside-in context used to get back to the place in the term where the value was
needed.
Three of the context constructors occur on the right-hand sides of their own
apply function clauses. When refunctionalized, these correspond to recursive
functions and therefore show up as named functions.
The refunctionalized abstract machine is an interpreter for lazy evaluation in
continuation-passing style, with the functional representation of the inside-out
contexts serving as continuations.
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x ⇓eval ide(ε, x)

T0 ⇓eval r
r T1 ⇓apply r0
T0 T1 ⇓eval r0

λx.T ⇓eval ans(λx.T )

T ⇓eval r
(x, T1 , r) ⇓bind r0
let x be T1 in T ⇓eval r0

(ans(A)) T2 ⇓apply r
(x, T1 , r) ⇓bind r0
(ans(let x be T1 in A)) T2 ⇓apply r0

T [x0 /x] ⇓eval r
(x0 , T1 , r) ⇓bind r0
where x0 is fresh
(ans(λx.T )) T1 ⇓apply r0
(ide(Eoi , x)) T1 ⇓apply ide(( T1 ) ◦ Eoi , x)
(x, T1 , ans(A)) ⇓bind ans(let x be T1 in A)

T1 ⇓eval r
(x, Eoi , r) ⇓force r0
(x, T1 , ide(Eoi , x)) ⇓bind r0

(x, T1 , ide(Eoi , y)) ⇓bind ide((let x be T1 in ) ◦ Eoi , y)

where x 6= y

hEoi , V ioi ⇑rec T
T ⇓eval r
(x, V, r) ⇓bind r0
(x, Eoi , ans(V )) ⇓force r0
(x, Eoi , ans(A)) ⇓force r
(y, T1 , r) ⇓bind r0
(x, Eoi , ans(let y be T1 in A)) ⇓force r0
0
0
(x, Eoi , ide(Eoi
, y)) ⇓force ide((let x be  in Eoi [x]) ◦ Eoi
, y)

Fig. 5. Natural semantics

5.5

Back to direct style: from continuation-passing interpreter
to natural semantics

It is a simple matter to transform the continuation-passing interpreter described
in Section 5.4 into direct style [8]. The continuations do not represent any control
effect other than non-tail calls, so the resulting direct-style interpreter does not
require first-class control operators [11].
This interpreter implements a natural semantics (i.e., a big-step operational
semantics) for lazy evaluation. This semantics is displayed in Figure 5.
Proposition 2 (full correctness). For any T ,
hT, εiterm →∗run hAianswer ⇔ T ⇓eval ans(A).
5.6

Refunctionalization: from natural semantics
to higher-order evaluation function

The natural semantics implementation of Section 5.5 is already in defunctionalized form with respect to the first-order outside-in contexts. Indeed, as already
mentioned in Section 4.4, the recomposition function of Definition 3 and Figure 1
is the corresponding apply function.
An outside-in context acts as an accumulator recording the path from a
variable whose value is needed to its binding site. The recomposition function
12

eval(x)
eval(λx.T )
eval(T0 T1 )
eval(let x be T1 in T )

= ide(λr.r, x)
= ans(λx.T )
= apply(eval(T0 ), T1 )
= bind(x, T1 , eval(T ))

apply(ans(λx.T ), T1 ) = bind(x0 , T1 , eval(T [x0 /x]))
where x0 is fresh
apply(ans(let x be T1 in A), T2 ) = bind(x, T1 , apply(ans(A), T2 ))
apply(ide(h, x), T1 ) = ide(λr.apply(h @ r, T1 ), x)
bind(x, T1 , ans(A)) = ans(let x be T1 in A)
bind(x, T1 , ide(h, x)) = force(x, h, eval(T1 ))
bind(x, T1 , ide(h, y)) = ide(λr.bind(x, T1 , h @ r), y)

where x 6= y

force(x, h, ans(V )) = bind(x, V, h @ (ans(V )))
force(x, h, ans(let y be T1 in A)) = bind(y, T1 , force(x, h, ans(A)))
force(x, h, ide(h0 , y)) = ide(λr.force(x, h, h0 @ r), y)
Fig. 6. Higher-order evaluation function

turns this accumulator inside-out again when the variable’s value is found. The
refunctionalized outside-in contexts are functional representations of these accumulators.
The resulting refunctionalized evaluation function is displayed in Figure 6.
Notationally, higher-order functions are introduced with λ and eliminated with
@, which is infix.
Proposition 3 (full correctness). For any T ,
T ⇓eval ans(A) ⇔ eval(T ) = ans(A).
This higher-order evaluation function exhibits a computational pattern that
we find striking because it also occurs in Cartwright and Felleisen’s work on
extensible denotational language specifications [7]: each valuation function yields
either a (left-injected with “ans”) value or a (right-injected with “ide”) higherorder function. For each call, this higher-order function may yield another rightinjected higher-order function that, when applied, restores this current call. This
computational pattern is typical of delimited control: the left inject stands for
an expected result, while the right inject acts as an exceptional return that
incrementally captures the current continuation. At any rate, this pattern was
subsequently re-invented by Fünfrocken to implement process migration [18, 32,
34], and then put to use to implement first-class continuations [25, 29]. In the
present case, this pattern embodies two distinct computational aspects—one
intensional and the other extensional:
How: The computational pattern is one of delimited control, from the point of
use of a let-bound identifier to its point of declaration.
What: The computational effect is one of a write-once state since once the
delimited context is captured, it is restored with the value of the let-bound
identifier.
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These two aspects were instrumental in Cartwright and Felleisen’s design of extensible denotational semantics for (undelimited) Control Scheme and for State
Scheme [7]. For call by need, this control aspect was recently re-discovered by
Garcia, Lumsdaine and Sabry [19], and this store aspect was originally envisioned by Landin [23]. These observations put us in position to write the evaluation function in direct style, either with delimited control operators (one control
delimiter for each let declaration, and one control abstraction for each occurrence
of a let-declared identifier whose value is needed [3]), or with a state monad. We
elaborate this point further in the extended version of this article.

6

Conclusion
Semantics should be call by need.
– Rod Burstall

Over the years, the two key features of lazy evaluation – demand-driven computation and memoization of intermediate results – have elicited a fascinating
variety of semantic artifacts, each with its own originality and elegance. It is
our overarching thesis that spelling out the methodical search for the next potential redex that is implicit in a reduction semantics paves the way towards
other semantic artifacts that not only are uniformly inter-derivable and sound
by construction but also correspond to what one crafts by hand. Elsewhere, we
have already shown that refocusing, etc. do not merely apply to purely syntactic
theories such as, e.g., Felleisen and Hieb’s syntactic theories of sequential control
and state [16,27]: the methodology also applies to call by need with a global heap
of memo-thunks [1, 5], and to graph reduction, connecting term graph rewriting
systems à la Barendregt et al. and graph reduction machines à la Turner [35].
Here, we have shown that the methodology also applies to Ariola et al.’s purely
syntactic account of call-by-need.
Acknowledgments: Thanks are due to the anonymous reviewers. We are also
grateful to Zena Ariola, Kenichi Asai, Ronald Garcia, Oleg Kiselyov, Kristoffer
Rose and Chung-chieh Shan for discussions and comments.
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